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Terminology
Can be defined as a replicated state machine, operated by multiple
Blockchain

independent nodes, which maintain the copy of the same data
(blockchain state) and apply the changes to that data (transactions) in the
same order by following the same rules.

Block

The set of transactions to be applied to the blockchain state in a certain
order.
A node is the software running on a computer in the network, which

Blockchain node

communicates with other nodes in order to acquire the transactions and
blocks and applies them to its state, thereby maintaining the copy of the
latest blockchain state.

Cryptographic

A mathematical scheme for verifying the authenticity of digital messages

signatures

or documents.
Factors used to determine whether a person is eligible (inclusion criteria)

Eligibility criteria

to participate in a purchase or trade, such as nationality, residency, risk
score, KYC checks etc. Anyone who fails to meet the criteria is
automatically ineligible.
Firm or person (such as a broker or consultant) who provides advice and

Intermediary

acts as a mediator between parties to a business deal, investment
decision, or negotiation. .
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‘Know your customer’ guidelines require a business to verify the identity
KYC

of its clients and assess their suitability, along with any potential risks
related to the business relationship.

Off-chain
On-chain

Off-chain transactions refer to those transactions not occurring on a
network that move the value outside of the blockchain.
On-chain transactions refer to those transactions that occur on the
blockchain.
Peer-to-peer (P2P) computing or networking is a distributed application

Peer-to-peer

architecture that partitions tasks or workloads between peers. Peers are
equally privileged participants in the application.

Trading Pair

The trading currency for any particular asset traded on the exchange.
Cryptocurrencies designed to minimize price volatility

Stablecoin

relative to a

selected "stable" asset or basket of assets. A stablecoin can be pegged to
a cryptocurrency, fiat money, or exchange-traded commodities.
A special subset of blockchain nodes that have the right to propose new
blocks. Validators follow a set of rules (consensus protocol) to agree on

Validators

accepting or rejecting the proposed block. Only accepted blocks are
applied to the blockchain state, resulting in the blockchain state
transitioning to its next version in steps (blocks).
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1 The DeFinity Concept
1.1 DeFinity
The purpose of exchanges is to generate returns for investors and to improve the performance
of companies and financial assets. DeFinity’s mission is to enable a digital exchange that
empowers billions of investors and attracts high quality listings, while aligning the success of
companies with returns to investors.
DeFinity is creating a DeFi marketplace for foreign currencies, built on the established platforms
of two leading European technology companies, DMALINK and WeOwn. This innovation of
established operational technologies will deliver a cutting-edge decentralised platform for
institutions to exchange FX assets in an immediate and transparent tokenised form over a
proprietary blockchain and several connected public blockchains via cross-chain services.
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Figure 1: DeFinity DeFX Exchange Overview
Key features include:
•

Support for both traditional and digital (wrapped) FX

•

Prepared for institutional CBDC FX trading

•

Trading and match-making user interface for institutional traders

•

Intuitive mobile app for retail traders

•

Cross-chain enabled with Ethereum, Polkadot, Binance Smart Chain and WeOwn

Preparing for the launch of central bank digital currencies (CBDC)1, DeFinity aims to be the first
matching institution to offer CBDC support for institutional and retail traders.

1

https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/businessreview/2020/08/03/chinas-central-bank-has-taken-the-leadin-digital-currencies-what-does-it-mean-for-businesses/
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Supported by over a century of senior management experience in the Global and FX Markets,
with accompanying regulatory knowledge, the business will leverage its established
relationships across market participants and regulatory bodies. DeFinity will offer a significant
evolution in the development of the global financial system, bringing the traditional and new
worlds together.

1.2 DMALINK
DMALINK is an Electronic Communication Network, or in short, a platform connecting select
participants. The platform enables participants to transact financial instruments , for example
by matching buyers’ and seller’s orders in real-time.
Platforms do not trade the markets, but their clients do. DMALINK does not hold any form of
market risk, counterparty risk or settlement risk. The company acts as an intermediary, merely
facilitating order-to-order or order-to-quote matching at micro-second speeds. Platform
participants utilise their own credit to transact with each other via designated Prime Brokers.
Transactions between platform participants are predominantly executed on an anonymous
basis. The identity of one party is not revealed to the other, ultimately improving efficiency and
removing price bias between participants. Liquidity providers (LPs) are required to compete for
business, which promotes price competitiveness.

1.3 WeOwn
WeOwn is a ground-breaking technology company that helps SME's and financial institutions
better manage their investors and stakeholder engagement. Far more than a 'quick fix' solution,
WeOwn enables companies and investors to conduct their entire relationship – including
voting – securely online. For businesses looking for funding, WeOwn provides access to peerto-peer lending and equity financing, all managed on its own proprietary blockchain and
application ecosystem. WeOwn offers financial institutions the benefit of end-to-end digital
capital solutions and a secondary marketplace for increased traction with investors.
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2 Addressing Market Inefficiencies and Risks
When it comes to traditional stock exchanges, the basic operational principles originate with
the first exchange, the Amsterdam Stock Exchange, which started trading in 1602.2 Since then,
concepts have not really changed. Exchanges remain national projects, bound by borders and
regions, operating with layers of intermediaries. Similarly, OTC markets have not changed
drastically. Financial markets remain opaque, fragmented, prone to manipulation and
mispricing, and subject to high barriers of entry.3
But most of the financial world has predominantly moved to disintermediation. With new
technologies (namely DLT / Blockchain, Smart Contracts, Cloud Services and AI), we question
whether the existing market structure continues to fully service its users . We argue that there
is an alternative structure, where unnecessary intermediation can be removed, efficiency
gained, risks reduced and a more level playing field achieved.
Issuance numbers are declining.4 Good companies have been deterred from seeking main
market listings by the high costs of issuance, increasing regulatory burdens and other
obligations associated with the formal listing process. As a result, large institutions have
described the present situation across capital markets as a “buyer’s strike” and have become
disillusioned with what they see as low quality listings on offer.
As the cost, complexity and regulatory requirements have significantly increased, small to
medium sized business have been prevented from entering the mainstream capital or financial
markets, which has forced them to source capital through the private and other heavily
fragmented markets.5
In addition to increased regulation, the proliferation of intermediary activities has been
exacerbated by excessive intermediary costs, including in the following key areas:
•

Investment bankers’ fees for issuance, underwriting, financial restructuring, as well as
for their advisory role in mergers and acquisitions;

•

The costs of market making, with emphasis on high frequency and other short-term
trading; and

2

https://www.beursgeschiedenis.nl/en/the-story/
https://news.mit.edu/2020/haoxiang-zhu-financial-1101
4
https://www.ipohub.org/decline-of-the-ipo-and-the-implications-for-your-company/
5
https://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/smefinance
3
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•

The charges incurred and commissions paid in the retail distribution sector.

The sheer number of intermediaries, and the costs associated with them, raises many questions
about the incentive structure of the market.
Shareholder numbers are also in decline , and the digital generation is fleeing to the neo
brokers and trading platforms with their slick UI’s and modern capabilities.6 Many have also
entered the highly volatile and risky crypto markets using a myriad of crypto exchanges.
As traditional exchanges have not kept pace with disintermediation and technology
advancements, they simply are not as efficient or as risk-free as they could be.

6

https://globalfintechseries.com/the-future-of-neobanks-and-some-of-the-top-innovativeneobanking-platforms/
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3 The Opportunity
Equity and other financial markets are a means of financial intermediation between investors
and companies, enabling

investors to achieve diversification and liquidity. Effective

intermediation reduces risk and maintains a balance between investors and companies .
However, a principal driver of the growth of intermediation has been the decline of trust and
confidence in the investment chain.7 The role of custodian came into being because asset
managers could not be trusted to hold shares on behalf of the ultimate shareholders. Pension
fund trustees have been required to supervise more closely the activities for which they are
responsible, a result of some well publicised demonstrations that certain intermediaries could
not, in fact, be trusted. Trustees are also expected to employ intermediaries to assist in their
task. As confidence becomes eroded, such proliferation is inevitable. The question of who
guards the guards is inevitably followed by the question of who guards the guards who guard
the guards.
A hybrid form of decentralised and “trustless” technology solutions, comibined with peer-topeer linkage between investors and companies will mitigate the lack of trust and confidence
across market participants.8 This will also reduce risk. For example, a direct connectivity
between two counterparties to a trade will enable trade-by-trade settlement, thereby reducing
cost and counter-party risks, and eliminating unnecessary intermediation.
To build momentum around this vision, it is important to share our philosophy on the future
direction of financial services. We believe:
•

Public good should be central to the design and governance of financial infrastructure.

•

Many more people should have access to global securities, financial investment, global
capital and financial markets.

•

Raising capital and investment in financial assets should be frictionless and cheap.

•

Trust in decentralisation will continue to grow as soon as the linkage between company
and saver is restored.

7
8

https://money.com/trust-financial-institutions-study/
https://www.fsb.org/wp-content/uploads/P060619.pdf
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•

The future is around transparency, open standards, and interoperability.

•

Country specific rules and regulations is also a barrier to cross-market activities, so
easy access to a marketplace will reduce these barriers significantly. We believe in an
open continuous market, supported by a single rulebook and 24x7 trading.

•

Investing and trading global securities should work on any mobile device and should
be as easy as any other smartphone interaction – regardless of location, profession, and
income.

•

We all play a role in the integrity, sustainability, and ethics of a global financial
infrastructure, and should share responsibility for advancing financial inclusion.

Our core mission is to enable investors with a frictionless FX marketplace, offering a
sophisticated and decentralised order book to boost liquidity and reduce fees, allowing global
investors and savers to participate.
Our mission is to improve global capital markets using modern technology to bring companies,
investors and savers closer together. In our view, the FX market is best suited to start this
journey.

3.1 FX A Major Growth Market
The Foreign Exchange (FX) Market is the single most liquid financial market in the world. Unlike
traditional asset classes, which are transacted almost exclusively on centralised exchanges,
most FX instruments are traded Over-The-Counter (OTC) 24 hours a day, 5.5 days a week. The
average daily volume of FX has grown from $1.2 trillion in 2001 to $4 trillion in 2010 and $6.6
trillion in 2019. 9

9

https://www.bis.org/statistics/rpfx19.htm?m=6%7C32%7C617
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3.2 The Opportunity
Stablecoin adoption and trading volumes have grown exponentially over the last few years,
with total monthly year-on-year stable coin volume increasing 12,470% from $30.8 billion in
February 2020 to $384 billion in February 202110. It is our belief that the transition from fiat
currency to central bank digital currencies will include an intermediate phase: A merger of the
old with the new, most likely in the form of stablecoins. Under this assumption, we see a
growing percentage of the $6.6 trillion average daily FX volume gravitating to the stablecoin
market in the initial phase.

10

https://www.theblockcrypto.com/data/decentralized-finance/stablecoins
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3.3 Bridging the old and the new
DeFinity is applying its primary solution to the global spot FX market. The FX market is an OTC
market that is prone to fragmentation, opacity, high costs and mispricing. Recent price
manipulation scandals serve to highlight these issues.11
Spot FX falls outside the scope of the EU Markets, classified as an unregulated financial directive
(MiFID).12 DeFinity aims to address several systemic inefficiencies and market gaps as part of
its Proof-of-Concept (POC).
High cost of credit. Institutions predominantly turn to Prime Brokers (PB) to access and
transact with other participants, including liquidity providers, within the FX market via credit.
Only a few financial institutions provide FX Prime Brokerage services globally, and this model
of credit intermediation between market participants requires significant deposits or large
balance sheets, which is prohibitive to many firms. The additional cost of clearing and
settlement eats into profit margins.
No ownership of funds. The title of ownership to funds deposited with the PB are usually
transferred to the PB. Therefore, PB clients do not benefit from any protection applying to
“Customer Funds” in certain jurisdictions such as the UK.13
Risk Management. Accessing the FX market through a PB involves concentration risk. History
has seen several occurrences of Tier 1 institutions off-boarding their clients as a result of scaling
down their PB business at short notice. Achieving credit redundancy is a costly and ineffective
use of capital, and most PB clients utilising only a single PB face the risk of business
interruptions given the long lead time and onboarding difficulties .
Complex legal documentation. Bridging credit between PBs and other counterparties often
involves heavy legal paperwork. In some cases, PBs fail to agree a standard legal template to
govern their relationships with respect to each other’s clients, thereby restricting one party
from transacting with another. PBs also control the tradeable currencies , meaning that
participants are unable to access all their desired currency pairs for trading.

11

https://pipphenes.com/blogs/news/forex-manipulation-1-2b-in-fines-5-banks-fx-trading
https://www.forextraders.com/forex-education/forex-fundamental-analysis/forex-marketregulatory-agencies/
13
https://hedgelegal.com/pb-negotiation-part-2-protecting-against-prime-broker-failure-12years-after-lehman/
12
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Settlement risk. Settlement of transactions are affected on a T+1 and T+2 basis. While the
Continuous Clearing Settlement (CLS) group mitigates settlement risks across 1814 of the most
traded currencies, the risk that one party may default on a transaction continues to exist.

3.4 Revenue Model
The revenue model is based on a spread / gross trading fee of $10 per million dollars transacted
on the DeFinity platform.
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DeFinity Summary

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

DeFinity
Financial Projections

Year 1
BUDGET
$

Year 2
BUDGET
$

Year 3
BUDGET
$

Average Daily Volume FX Forecast (M USD)
London, LD4

250

1,900

10,000

Annualised FX Volume

66,000

501,600

2,640,000

Average Markup
FX (USD per million USD traded)

10.00

10.00

10.00

Turnover (USD)
Spot FX
Total Turnover

660,000
660,000

5,016,000
5,016,000

26,400,000
26,400,000

Cost of Sales (USD)
Technology
Custody Services
Total Cost of Sales (ex IB commissions)

165,440
67,692
233,132

833,780
506,660
1,340,440

4,225,300
2,660,240
6,885,540

IB & Other Commissions (USD)

0

0

0

Gross profit (USD)

426,868

3,675,560

19,514,460

https://www.cls-group.com/products/settlement/clssettlement/currencies/
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3.5 Decentralised FX
One of the biggest challenges in creating an alternative trading eco-system revolves around
availability and depth of liquidity. Price takers see little value in an eco-system lacking liquidity,
while price makers see little value in providing liquidity into an eco-system with few price
takers. As a solution to this “liquidity conundrum”, DeFinity’s technology is bridging traditional
workflows with new methods of accessing the FX market.
Traditionally, financial institutions provide and consume liquidity via a Prime Broker. The model
retains access to global liquidity via traditional PBs, thereby removing the “liquidity
conundrum”. It enables price takers and price makers to either connect via the traditional route
(i.e., Prime Brokers) or via alternative methods (i.e., custodians or other clearing and settlement
channels), or to both transact on the DeFinity exchange. This is achieved by onboarding
traditional prime brokers and leading custodians onto the DeFinity ecosystem.
This model can completely disintermediate the Prime Broker function, whereby both the price
taker and price maker transact via a custodian, or alternative methods that may be added to
the DeFinity network in the future. Further, there is no need for the price taker to establish any
prior relationship with the price maker in order to transact, thereby creating a liquidity friendly
ecosystem.
Existing pre-trade credit verification ensures that no participant on the DeFinity network
exceeds authorised credit limits and/or funds available for immediate settlement. All
transactions are reported in real-time to the relevant transaction clearing parties, i.e., Prime
Broker, Custodian, or other clearing and settlement channels.
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Figure 2: DeFinity Eco-System - Technical Overview

3.6 Risk-free settlement
Contrary to traditional trading systems, in which settlement time is measured in days (T+1, T+2,
etc.) controllers of the accounts involved in the settled trades, have their new balances at
disposal immediately after the block is applied to the state of the node through which they
interact with the blockchain network – this time is measured in seconds. The result is settlement
immediately after the execution of a trade, and basically an elimination of any counter-party
risk.

3.7 Accessibility
By significantly lowering, if not removing, the barriers of entry imposed by Prime Brokers on
their clients, Definity is making its exchange more accessible to various types of institutions
and corporates globally. Market fragmentation is moreover minimised by enabling more
participants to interact on the DeFinity eco-system.

3.8 Control
Participants on the Definity network will retain ownership of their funds, thereby removing the
risk of default from third party institutions (Prime Brokers) in the event of insolvency.
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3.9 Security
The DeFinity team has a wide range of technical and procedural experience around information
security, compliance, and regulation, which is already built into the engineering and software
development lifecycles. In combination with its own in-house information security practices,
cyber security partner firms and external contractors (auditing smart contracts, hardware
endpoints and all governance related blockchain services), DeFinity aims to introduce the
following common standards:
-

Introduction of an Information Security Framework such as ISO/IEC 27001

-

Certification and assurance standardisation based on ISAE 3402

-

Standardisation of information security reviews and smart contract auditing contracts
with partner firms such as ChainSecurity AG, IOSEC UK etc.

Whilst not all of these will be available and introduced during the POC, DeFinity aims to have
the highest degree of financial auditing, KYC and AML compliance, cyber security and software
hardening, and financial crime prevention. The team are experts in this space and will ensure
this remains a top priority when building out the exchange.

3.10 Scalability
Ability to deploy technological solution into other platforms, and broker and inter-dealer firms.
Our native blockchain can invoke multiple different actions, which means we support complex
use cases and guarantee consistent performance. Our score is 650 TPS and we enable up to
24,000 transfers per second, meaning we have a higher sustained peak throughput than Stellar
and EOS.
Given the transaction and performance requirements by an exchange, the team is committed
to continue to work and improve on both on-chain and off-chain performance needs. Whilst
adding higher performance validators, there are numerous software and engineering
improvements the team can make to provide the fastest on-chain performance of all current
blockchain networks.
Further information is available here: https://weown.com/what-is-weown-blockchains-speedof-performance/
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3.11 Stable Coins
In addition to cash or FIAT, a stablecoin or “cash-wrapper” (a digital representation of FIAT
currency) will be issued on the blockchain network to serve as a medium of exchange as the
trading currency for any financial asset listed on DeFinity. These stablecoins are not assumed
to be issued by Definity but can come from various authorized institutions (governed and
authored by DeFinity), which can issue stablecoins pegged to various liquid mediums of
exchange (e.g. US Dollar, Euro, etc.) and backed by these accredited institutions.

3.12 Central Bank Digital Currencies (CBDC’s)
The Bank of England, European Central Bank, Federal Reserve, PBOC and 80% of the world’s
central banks are exploring the introducing of a central bank digital currency (CBDC) over the
next 5 years.15
In their simplest form, a central bank digital currency is an electronic version of fiat money issued electronically by a central bank. While some CBDC may be classified as being “retail”,
meaning that they’re designed to be used by everyday consumers, others are “wholesale” –
assets that are solely intended for financial institutions. Each unit of a digital pound, dollar or
yuan would likely have its own unique identifier to prevent it being imitated. Given the
“significant change in money and payments” (Bank of England) it is no surprise why central
bank digital currencies are being pursued with such enthusiasm.16 China has been working
overtime to establish a firm lead. The digital yuan is currently being put through its paces in
cities nationwide.
As a sovereign-backed digital currency, CBDC's - like other stablecoins - are not issued by
Definity. However, analogous to other stablecoins, CBDC's, when available, will also be made
available on the blockchain network as a medium of exchange and listed on the Definity
platform.
The principal benefits of CBDs are; Faster and cheaper payments, reducing the costs and risks
of crime associated with cash, financial inclusion, programmability and financial innovation and
strengthening monetary and fiscal policy.

15

https://www.cnbc.com/2021/01/21/op-ed-a-new-global-arms-race-in-digital-finance-isheating-up.html
16
https://currency.com/central-bank-digital-currencies
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4 Rules and Procedures
Providing proof-of-concept, and essentially running production systems, do not require
oversight from the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) given that the spot foreign exchange
market falls outside the scope17 of the FCA and Markets in Financial Instruments Directive II
(MiFID).
Beyond the POC, DeFinity will offer a comprehensive rulebook supported by a range of
procedures and guides. The aim of these will be to define and protect a community of users of
the marketplace and its services. It is envisaged the Issuer and participant servicing
components will fall under MiFID II guidelines, but the order book and matching components
will perform a peer-to-peer activity.
The exchange will have a participant population who will have signed the Adherence
Agreement thereby agreeing to comply with the terms and requirements of the DeFinity
Exchange rules. There will be separate “membership categories” enabling participation to be
extended to different users of the capital markets – notably Issuers, Investors and Advisors.
The rulebook and procedures will be organized into logical sections which will enhance
understanding of the purpose and nature of the provisions but also simplify reconciliation with
key regulations from public regulatory bodies.

17

Platform participants executing any spot transaction as part of a wider regulated product
transaction are subject to regulatory reporting rules.
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5 Technology Concepts
In addition to several exchange core services, the following technology concepts will be
deployed to run a “decentralised” order book and matching engine, and to push the
boundaries and innovation for exchange specific functions.
Some of the key features of the exchange includes:
•

The DeFinity network utilises existing Trade Ticket Reporting via FIX (Financial
Information Exchange) Gateways and an established Post-Trade Risk Engine

•

Traditional assets are wrapped and digitally represented within the DeFinity network

•

Fix adapter sync engine communicates with the WeOwn blockchain (private / public)
and other public blockchains such as Ethereum, Binance Smart Chain and Polkadot

•

Front-End services will be available for both retail and institutional clients

DeFX Ecosystem
Buyer /
Custodian
Future:
DeFinity
Custody

Wrapped Asset

Blockchain
Network

Real-time
Clearing
DeFinity
Trade
Matching

Wrapped Asset

Seller /
Custodian
Future:
DeFinity
Custody

Trade Limit
Allocation

Fund
Verification

Post-Trade
Risk Engine
Front-Ends
Retail FX
Wallet

DeFi Services
Liquidity
Pools

Yield
Farming

Borrowing /
Lending - FX

Borrowing /
Lending –
CBDC

FX Trader
App

Figure 3: DeFX Ecosystem - Key Features
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5.1 The Ledger
By taking advantage of the decentralized and transparent nature of blockchain, the DeFinity
blockchain network can provide a public (but anonymous) book of accounts and asset
balances, without a need for an intermediary or custodian controlling those accounts.
Instead, balances are controlled directly by their owners (or authorized representatives) who
sign the transactions with the cryptographic signatures, which prove the control over affected
accounts, thereby preventing unauthorized changes to be applied to the accounts.
Transactions are included in blocks, validated by multiple validators (controlled by multiple
independent third parties in a decentralized network) and applied to the blockchain state of all
nodes in the network, making the changes in the account state visible across the blockchain
network.

5.2 The “On-Chain” Order Book
There is generally no central place (server) where the orders are maintained. Instead, the order
book is maintained “on-chain” by multiple validators, allowing a true peer to peer and trade by
trade order execution, without any middlemen involved. Clearing and settlement happens
instantaneous and near real-time.
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Figure 4: DeFinity "On-Chain" Order Book

5.3 Order Matching
Orders in the order book are matched by multiple distributed validator nodes controlled by
independent third parties, resulting in trades satisfying rules transparently defined in the opensource codebase. These rules are laid down/specified by the exchange rule book, resulting in
the same trades generated, from the same order book state, on each node.

5.4 Last Price and Price Discovery
Order matching can result in multiple orders filled and multiple trades for a trading pair
generated in one block. The price from the last generated trade for a trading pair in a block is
stored as the last price for the trading pair in blockchain state, and every node is providing the
functionality to query that last known price.
However, trading can be suspended for a trading pair or scheduled to begin at a certain point
in time (see "Governance" chapter). Market participants will be able to take in all available
information and make their best decision when the market re-opens.
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To enable price discovery mechanism during that time, blockchain node makes it possible to
query the best price for the trading pair, based on the current state of the order book.

5.5 Settlement
When trades are generated by the order matching engine, these must be settled, and balances
need to be updated for the transaction to be completed. Because matched orders are
cryptographically signed by the account controllers, eligibility rules are enforced (making sure
that ineligible accounts cannot acquire the asset through the buy order), and that the order is
not filled if balances are insufficient (preventing double spending), generated trades can be
automatically settled by updating corresponding account balances.
As the DeFinity platform is built on top of the WeOwn public blockchain and linked via several
cross-chain services into Ethereum, Polkadot, and Binance Smart Chain, changes in the
balances resulting from the trade settlement will be visible in the decentralized share register
(DSR) as well.

5.6 Medium of Exchange
For automatic settlement of a trade to be possible and the effects of the trade to be reflected
in the account balances, both sides of the trade (in a trading pair) must be represented as
digital assets on the blockchain network. To achieve this, we are planning to utilize stablecoins.
These can be issued on the DeFinity exchange to serve as a medium of exchange in any trading
currency. These stablecoins are not assumed to be issued by DeFinity but can come from
various accredited institutions (by DeFinity), which can issue stablecoins pegged to various
liquid mediums of exchange (e.g., US Dollar, Euro, Bitcoin, etc.).
Stablecoins can be acquired from the issuer using various payment methods and “minted” at
the time of purchase or assigned to the purchaser's account from the pre-minted quantities.
DeFinity will be working on a solution for stablecoin issuers to provide a simple way to integrate
the stablecoin into their systems.

5.7 KYC and Eligibility
Having built a system for the management of asset ownership, the DeFinity exchange has builtin features to prevent ineligible accounts to acquire an asset in a primary and/or secondary
market. If an asset is configured to enforce eligibility checks, each account will have to complete
a KYC process and go through the eligibility checks (defined by the business issuing tokenized
assets) before being allowed to acquire the asset in the primary issuance phase, or later in the
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secondary market (DeFinity). If a trading order is placed for an account to buy an asset on
DeFinity, for which that account is not yet marked as eligible, the trade order will be rejected.
For each asset, KYC controllers (the blockchain addresses allowed to sign the eligibility change
transactions) can be configured to enable entitled KYC providers to submit the eligibility entries
into the blockchain, thereby marking certain accounts eligible to acquire the asset, for which
they manage the KYC. This enables the traceable history of the KYC and eligibility changes and
gives DeFinity a powerful instrument, helping to meet the regulatory requirements with regards
to the imposed ownership constraints.

5.8 Governance
To prevent illegal trading of unauthorized assets on the DeFinity exchange, every trading pair
must be explicitly approved for trading to commence. Trade orders are accepted, and trades
are only executed for approved trading currencies. Every trading pair will be for Listed
Securities/Assets only. Non-listed securities will not be eligible for trading on DeFinity.
To facilitate the listing process, the DeFinity exchange provides the functionality which enables
entitled blockchain addresses to manage the listed security in a multi-signature fashion, serving
as a governance body. This governance body is controlled and authorized by DeFinity.

5.9 TraderFX Interface
The TraderFX GUI solution enables professional traders to execute FX trades, monitor PnL and
utilise the reporting blotter to send deals to the back-office. The TraderFX GUI offers deep
liquidity with access to multiple pools resulting in tighter spreads and optimal fill rates.
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Figure 5: DeFinity TraderFX App

5.10 Clarity App
The Clarity app is the interface for retail investors to participate in FX trading. In a first release
at the beginning of Q2 2021, the app will provide a way for interested parties to register for
the DeFinity token sale and go through the KYC process. Through the app, registered users will
be kept updated on the progress of their registration. They also have the option to access FAQ
and create support requests.

Figure 6: Sample screenshots from Clarity App
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In further releases, additional functions will be continuously activated in the app:
-

A wallet integration will allow users to view, manage and transfer their token holdings.

-

A trading function will allow users to trade stablecoins and CBCDs themselves.

The offer in the app will explicitly focus on the target group of retail investors. Institutional
investors, on the other hand, will use the TraderFX interface for their activities.
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6 Team
DeFinity Digital Assets is a joint project between WeOwn and DMALINK, and will build a
decentralised DeFi exchange, specialised to trade traditional and digital FX via smart contracts,
with a focus to provide real-time settlement and clearing for spot FX trading.
The team consists of a group of senior engineers and financial services experts in the field of
capital markets, FX, equities, and debt. The team has extensive experience across multiple
technology and business fields, and a strong track record of execution, innovation, and vision
and strategy.

6.1 Manu Choudhary, CEO
Manu is a Tech Focused Entrepreneur and Venture Investor currently CEO of DMALINK, where
he leads macro strategy across EMEA, expanding key strategic partnerships and building out
the product suite. Manu has over 17 years of front office cross asset derivative sales experience
in the financial services industry. He joined DMALINK from Lloyds Bank, having previously
worked at Barclays Investment Bank.

6.2 Sascha Ragtschaa, CTO
Sascha leads DeFinity with a technology strategy focus and excellent technology delivery skills
across major scalable and global solutions. In addition, he is the CEO for WeOwn, a pioneering
technology company of alternative finance, tokenisation, and equity services. Before WeOwn,
Sascha worked as the EMEA CIO for Computershare, world’s largest global transfer agency and
share registry provider, and held various technology leadership roles in Europe, Australia, and
North America.

6.3 Michael Siwek, Chief Revenue Officer
Michael comes from a Financial Services background with senior positions at Gain Capital and
NYSE. His speciality is Regulatory Technology, Market Data and multi-asset class trading
systems with particular affinity for building from the ground up, operating and distribution of
electronic trading venues.
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6.4 Ashwind Soonarane, COO
Ashwind specialises in the formulation and implementation of strategic plans within the
financial services space, achieving innovation and competitive advantage. He further plays an
instrumental role in the design and development of our proprietary technology. Ashwind is a
co-founder and CTO at DMALINK, and has operational management experience with Total and
ExxonMobil.

6.5 Chris Park, Chief Commercial Officer
Chris is a leader and specialist with 25 years in both Corporate and Investment Banking. He has
led multiple teams in origination across debt and other asset classes. Expertise in ‘Behavioural
Capital’, Corporate Finance and Derivatives Structuring with extensive Markets & Risk
Management experience across both Lloyd’s and RBS Global Markets.

6.6 Florian Batliner-Staber, Chief Product Officer
Florian specialises in technology solutions and product development around global equities
and shareholder relationship management. He holds a degree in communication science at the
Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität in Munich and worked for a number of years as a technical
software manager. Between 2006 and 2017 Florian was the Head of Technology in Continental
Europe for the world's largest registrar.

6.7 Bryan Chan, Senior Exchange Advisor
Bryan was the Managing Director for Equities, Fixed Income and Commodities of the Hong
Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited (“HKEx”). He also worked as its Deputy Head of Clearing
from 2000 to 2006. He was the leader of the Shanghai-Hong Kong Stock Connect Project and
had worked in the Financial Services Bureau of the Hong Kong Government as its Principal
Assistant Secretary responsible for the Securities and Derivatives Market between 1997 and
2000. One of his job duties was to help formulate the policies for the Securities and Derivatives
Market of Hong Kong. He has extensive dealing and trading knowledge and has been a longstanding supporter and exchange advisor.
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7 DEFX Token
The DEFX token powers the DeFinity network and protocol:
-

All fees generated within the network via burn, yield, and other mechanisms

-

It is used for network and protocol governance

-

Holders benefit from reduced fees

The DEFX token will be available on the WeOwn blockchain, Ethereum, Polkadot and Binance
Smart Chain (+ more cross-chain services added in future), allowing the token holder to use
the most scalable and cost-effective blockchain environment by swapping and moving the
token via cross-chain swap and bridging services.

7.1 Important disclaimer
This document is not a prospectus nor a solicitation for investment and it does not pertain in
any way to an offering of securities in any jurisdiction. The DEFX tokens are not an investment
or security of any kind. They do not represent ownership or shares in DeFinity nor any other
entity. They have no rights whatsoever including no voting, no dividends, and no claim to future
profits. DEFX token use cases are described below.

7.2 Token details
The token details are:
•

Total supply of DEFX tokens: 171,516,755

•

The maximum amount raised via token sale: USD $2,600,000

•

Token Sale Phases:

•

o

Seed Round: USD $500,000

o

Strategic Round: USD $1,900,000

o

Public Round: USD $200,000

Token distribution:
o

Token Sale: 27%

o

Development & Marketing: 10%

o

Team: 10%
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•

o

Advisors: 3%

o

Rewards for Token Holders: 50%

Vesting Schedule:
o

Seed Investors - 10% monthly starting at TGE (10 Months)

o

Private Investors - 15% monthly (6 Months) and 10% 7th Month

o

Development & Marketing - 1 to 36 Months

o

Team - 12 to 36 Months

o

Advisors - 3 to 12 Months

o

Rewards – 1 to 36 Months

7.3 Use of Proceeds from token sale
Based on DeFinity’s development roadmap, the proceeds of the token sale will be used to
develop the platform and to operate the business. The following breakdown highlights the
proceeds based on business area and rough estimation on a per annum basis:
•

Development: 50% (building the platform, the ecosystem, community features, mobile
app, and all API’s. The costs are primarily staff costs and operational expenses)

•

Network Infrastructure: 25% (compute, storage (cloud services) and network costs in an
OPEX model, and other capital expenses such as software licenses and maintenance
contracts)

•

Business Operating Costs: 20% (costs of office space and facilities, back-office costs
such as tax, legal, finance, and a mix of OPEX and CAPEX costs)

•

Regulatory & Compliance: 5% (activities required to acquire and maintain a trading
license)

7.4 Token Use Case: network fees and pools
The key usage for the DEFX token is to provide a network incentive and fee structure for both
traditional and digital FX. DeFinity is planning to establish Liquidity Providers, which can
generate rewards and fees across several traditional FX and Stable Coin trading pairs by
utilising and powering the network.
For the Alpha version of the DeFinity Exchange, we are planning to establish the following
trading pairs in addition of the current 63 FIAT trading pairs:
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•

GBP to USD (wrapped FIAT)

•

GBP to EUR (wrapped FIAT)

•

EUR to USD (wrapped FIAT)

•

USDT to EURB (Stablecoin)

•

USDT to GBPP (Stablecoin)

•

EURB to GBPP (Stablecoin)

•

EURB to DCHF (Stablecoin)

•

USDT to DCHF (Stablecoin)

•

GBPP to DCHF (Stablecoin)

•

CBDC trading pairs support (pending launch of central bank digital currencies)

As a network provider and participant, you can select a pool and stake your tokens against the
trading pairs and receive 0.25% of the network fees from within the trading pair pool and
generated via the network and protocol.
These participants can then earn the pools and network’s fees across these FX trading pairs:
•

0.25% of the network fees will go into the pool, while 0.05% get converted into the
DEFX token

•

Every time they place a portion into the pool, they will generate returns via the network

•

They earn rewards with the DEFX token

DeFinity will utilise traditional liquidity providers, prime brokers, and market makers, and will
allow token holders to create these liquidity pools across both traditional and digital asset
pairing for FX.

7.5 Additional Use Cases
In addition to the major utility of the liquidity and network pools, the DEFX token allows holders
several additional incentives:
•

Discounted trading fees across both the TradeFX app (for institutions) and the Clarity
mobile app (for retail traders)

•

Community rewards: a referral program for new network participant sign-ups

•

Incentives for developers and partners to utilise the exchange’s API and integration
services

•

Collateral and staking pools across additional decentralised financial services
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Whilst several use cases have been prepared for the launch, DeFinity Digital Assets aims to
continuously innovate and provide additional DeFi Services along the journey, including its
DEFX token utility.
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8 Roadmap
Several technical innovations will sit behind the DeFinity exchange. The DeFinity technology
stack and on-chain matching system will be built from the ground up. The various modules will
aim to achieve the following in real-time:
a) Tokenisation of asset – enabling the digital representation of asset
b) FIX engine – virtually all institutional market participants use the Financial Information
Exchange (FIX) protocol to connect to each other
c) Post-trade engine – to confirm the validity of transactions ahead of clearing and
settlement
d) Risk management engine – to ensure that every participant only transacts within
established limits
e) Pricing engine – to consume and publish financial price information between platform
participants
f)

Matching engine – to match transactions buyers and sellers on and off chain

g) DeFinity blockchain – to record every transaction represented within smart contracts
on a high-speed block chain
h) Trade settlement engine – to clear and settle all transactions and transfer assets in
real-time
i) Connectivity and certification – Establish connectivity and certification with a number
of participants willing to transact on the DeFinity network (as part of the proof-ofconcept initially)
To accelerate time-to-market, the proof-of-concept will focus on the design and
development of a proprietary technology layer operating alongside the existing platforms
operated by DMALINK and WeOwn. This further leverages existing relationships with some of
the largest financial institutions already transacting currency through the DeFinity partners.
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Contact Us
Definity Dao Inc
Company number: 2060581
Address: Trinity Chambers, PO Box 4301, Road Town, Tortola, British Virgin Islands
+44 (0) 20 3290 6580
ops@definity.network
https://definity.network
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